DOMA: Preparing for Year
2 and Year 4
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Unifying DOMA Vision

Areas where DOMA

The DOMA team is working across the following
areas:
• Modeling: understanding how we utilize the
data management systems today and potential
impact of changes.
• Organization: What data is written to disk and
how it is serialized.
• Management: Bulk data movement between
storage facilities.
• Access: how “data sinks” – compute clusters or
analysis systems – accesses the data.
The strength of the team is we can have an end-toend system view!

team is working
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Planning for Year 2

Areas where DOMA
team is working

We have a number of small-to-medium projects
ongoing:
• Modeling of cache usage.
• XCache: Xrootd-based proxy file cache.
• Data movement with HTTP-TPC.
• IDDS: Delivering events, esp. to production
systems.
• ServiceX: Delivering columns, esp. to analysis
facilities.
• SkyHook DM: Managing data (particularly,
HEP-like data) with Ceph.
What’s needed for Year 2?
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Year 1 - Commonalities
Year 1:
• Brought together several teams.
• Continued a number independent efforts.
• Started a few small projects to address specific needs.
• Had several reporting milestones to capture knowledge or community progress.
This allowed us to bring the DOMA team together and make significant progress on a
broad number of areas – but many of these were independent!
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Milestones and Deliverables
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The Big Milestones – Year 2
The most complex milestones for Year 2 are:
• Prototype HEP data on an object store (1 December).
• With OSG, transition 30% of data transfers at one site to a non-GridFTP protocol (1 March).
• IDDS prototype for transforming data (1 March) … and at a production site (1 Sept).
• With SSL, scale test a “data lake prototype” (1 Sept).
What is shared amongst these? Integration!
• For example, the object store milestone needs to receive data (think: IDDS or ServiceX) and
then needs to serve the data to a consumer (think: Coffea, func-adl?).
• There is need for integration within DOMA (IDDS, ServiceX, SkyHook), within IRIS-HEP
(DOMA, SSL, AS), and with external entities (Coffea project).

How to best achieve this?
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Data Lake Prototype
We have distinct deadlines in 3, 6, and 12 months. Rather than treat the milestones independently,
I’d rather have them become “data lake challenges”. Something along the lines of:
• Challenge #1 (3mos): Use ServiceX to deliver 1M events to SkyHook.
• Challenge #2 (6mos): Via Rucio & HTTP, orchestrate movement of 200TB of CMS
NanoAOD through a ServiceX instance on the SSL and process for a “real analysis” with
Coffea.
• Challenge #3 (12mos): Demonstrate processing of 1PB of events via IDDS (maybe on an
HPC?), transform them using ServiceX, cache in SkyHook, and deliver to Coffea for analysis.
Don’t mind the contents of the above three – the important aspect is increasing scale. We will
discuss the contents at today’s DOMA breakout post-lunch.
• Organizing along these lines helps illustrate the impact of the DOMA area.
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Year 4 - Vision
As we plan out the tactics to finish Year 2, we should think of the vision for Year 4 (2021).
• Year 4 will be mostly through the execution phase; we will potentially be starting to write
a new proposal. Computing TDRs will (hopefully) be mostly done will be in Run3.
• What accomplishments will we want under our belt?
Here’s my view for DOMA:
• “Over the hump” of the transition away from GridFTP. Majority of traffic at most sites
will use something else.
• Regularly delivering 100’s of TBs of ntuples to object-store-based analysis facilities.
• Caches are widely deployed via k8s as buffers and for heavily-used data.
What are the missing pieces we should add to this?
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